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Effects of nonionizing prepulses in high-intensity laser-solid interactions
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~Received 4 December 2000; published 17 July 2001!

We present theoretical and experimental evidence that nonionizing prepulses with intensities as low as
108– 109 W/cm2 can substantially alter high intensity laser-solid interactions. We show that prepulse-heating
and vaporization of the target can lead to a preformed plasma once the vapor is ionized by the rising edge of
the high-intensity pulse. Our results indicate that peak prepulse intensity is not the only important parameter to
consider in determining preformed plasma thresholds, and that a more comprehensive analysis of the prepulse
duration and the target material is required.
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The physics of high-intensity laser interactions with so
targets is of wide interest, as near-solid-density plasmas h
parameters relevant to inertial confinement fusion as wel
being sources of short-pulse x rays@1,2#. At laser intensities
above 1015W/cm2, collisionless processes such as resona
absorption@3# and vacuum heating@4# begin to dominate the
laser absorption mechanisms. Both of these mechanism
highly sensitive to the electron density scale lengthL
5@(1/ne)(dne /dx)#21 at the interaction surface, and ther
fore a prepulse can strongly affect the primary interaction
it creates a preformed plasma. Often the plasma scale le
has been experimentally varied with a short-duration, int
tional prepulse@2,5,6#.

Apart from intentional prepulses, short-pulse lasers
often superimposed on a longer duration, lower-intens
pedestal of amplified spontaneous emission~ASE!. This ASE
prepulse has also been observed to affect the interactio
the main laser pulse@7–11#, and in some recent ultrahig
intensity experiments it is assumed that the ASE produc
substantial preformed plasma in front of the solid target@12–
14#. However, the conditions where ASE becomes relev
have not been well investigated. Preplasma formation thre
old intensities quoted in recent literature, on the order
1011W/cm2 @15#, arise from the assumption that ASE cann
affect the main interaction unless the field intensity is su
cient to cause plasma breakdown on the solid target. Ea
work has shown that ASE in the 109 W/cm2 range affects
reflection @8#, transmission@9#, and x-ray yield @10#, al-
though the latter result used uv laser radiation where sin
photon ionization effects were present. Laser-solid inter
tions below both the field- and single-photon-ionizati
thresholds are well documented in the fields of material p
cessing and analytical chemistry@16–18#.

In this Rapid Communication we show that peak AS
intensity is not the only appropriate parameter, and a m
comprehensive analysis of the prepulse duration and the
get material is required to understand the effect of the A
High-intensity experiments are presented to support this c
clusion, and puzzling results from some previous exp
ments are reexamined.

For a nonionizing ASE prepulse incident upon a so
target, the primary effect is the thermal heating of the s
face. If the surface reaches temperatures on the order o
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boiling point, significant densities of neutral vapor can
outgassed. Although this vapor is not yet ionized, the ris
edge of the subsequent high intensity pulse will quickly io
ize the atoms, turning a preformed vapor into a preform
plasma. Therefore, the vapor profile is directly related to
electron density profile that will in turn affect resonance a
sorption ~and other absorption mechanisms! of the primary
laser pulse.

In this context, prepulse intensity and laser ‘‘contras
~the intensity ratio between the ASE and main pulse! are not
the most appropriate parameters for ascertaining the
plasma formation. Instead, a more appropriate paramete
an estimate of the energy density at the surface of the ta
at the time of the main pulse arrival (Usurf):

Usurf5
hI avgAt

Aa
~ for d.A2at!, ~1a!

Usurf5
hI avgt

d
~ for d!A2at!. ~1b!

Here h is the low-intensity surface absorptivity of th
target material,t is the duration of the ASE,I avg is the aver-
age ASE intensity,a is the thermal diffusivity of the target
and d is the target thickness. For targets thicker than
thermal diffusion depth, the first equation applies; for ve
thin targets one can assume that the heat is deposited ev
Although Eq.~1! makes the poor assumption thath and a
are not functions of temperature, as well as neglecting ene
lost to the vapor,Usurf yields a more relevant measure
ASE than the usual ‘‘contrast’’ ratio~or I avg!. The main pre-
dictive feature of Eq.~1! is that similar ASE intensities
should have very different effects for target materials w
different absorptive and thermal properties.

We experimentally explored the effect of ASE on hig
intensity interactions using a 35 fs,<130 mJ Ti:sapphire
laser (wavelength5820 nm), defocused to a 500mm spot
~full diameter!. All shots usedp-polarization and a 45° angle
of incidence. The targets used were 25mm Ti foils, some
overcoated with thin layers of vapor-deposited Al or CH.
order to measure the hot electrons generated at the pla
surface, the primary diagnostic was a time-integrated m
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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sure of the TiKa x rays produced by the electrons, observ
22 cm behind the target with a backside illuminated x r
charge-coupled-device camera. The camera was filtere
operate in a single-photon counting regime so that ba
ground x rays could be distinguished from the spectral p
@14#. This technique is ‘‘blind’’ to any low energy electron
produced by the laser, as only electrons over 5 keV can
duce a 4.5 keV TiKa photon. The duration and intensit
profile of the ASE were measured on every shot with a 2
ps rise-time fast photodiode; a typical ASE profile rose l
early in time until the arrival of the main pulse.

The ASE level preceding the main pulse was varied
three ways. First, the regenerative amplifier of the laser
pumped below saturation so that shot-to-shot variati
shifted the ASE intensity between roughly 1026 and 1027 of
the peak laser intensity. The duration of the ASE was a
systematically varied between 0.5 and 2.0 ns by changing
timing of a fast-slicing Pockels cell in the laser chain. F
nally, the total laser energy was varied, always keeping
peak intensity on target between 231015 and 1016 W/cm2.
Because the optimum intensity for TiKa production is 4
31015W/cm2 @19#, we do not expect a strongKa yield varia-
tion over this intensity range.

The measured conversion efficiencies from incident la
energy into outgoing TiKa x-ray energy~assuming a uni-
form distribution of x rays into 4p steradians! are plotted in
Fig. 1 against total ASE fluence. The results are shown
bare 25-mm-thick Ti foils, as well as 25mm Ti foils over-
coated with a layer of 100 or 500 nm CH. The bare Ti fo
show a strong decrease inKa yield for increasing ASE de-
spite the low absolute ASE levels; the lowest fluence sh
on this graph correspond to an average intensity of o
108 W/cm2 over 0.5 ns. This strongly indicates that som
process in the nonionizing 108– 109 W/cm2 range affects the
absorption of the high intensity laser. The neutral-vapor
pothesis presented above is supported by the difference
tween bare-Ti and CH-coated targets in Fig. 1. Unlike

FIG. 1. Conversion efficiency from incident laser energy in
outgoing TiKa x-ray energy is plotted against the total fluence
the prepulse of the laser. Results are shown for 25-mm-thick bare Ti
foil targets~circles!, as well as the same targets overcoated with 1
nm CH ~closed triangles! and 500 nm CH~open triangles!.
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bare targets, the yield from the coated targets increases
larger ASE fluences. This is consistent with the above mo
the thin CH layer will be transparent to the low intensi
ASE and will limit vapor outgassing from the heated Ti fo
However, at some point the heated Ti can melt back thro
the CH layer, producing CH vapor for larger ASE levels.

For a comparison of opaque targets, we deposited a la
of Al onto the Ti foils in place of the transparent CH, so th
the ASE energy would be absorbed on the surface. Fig
2~a! shows the conversion efficiency intoKa x rays as a
function of the ASE fluence. The results are shown for b
25 mm Ti foils ~the same data set as Fig. 1, binned for cl
ity!, as well as 25mm Ti foils coated with a vapor-deposite
layer of 100 or 400 nm Al. These data seem to indicate qu
different optimal fluence levels for the different materials:
bare Ti the optimum yield lies near the lowest ASE fluen
~0.05 J/cm2! while the yield from the Al-coated targets pea
at nearly an order of magnitude higher ASE fluence~near 0.4
J/cm2!.

The importance of the deposited surface energy den
however, becomes apparent when these yields are plo
againstUsurf @as determined from Eq.~1!# in Fig. 2~b!. For
bare Ti targetsUsurf is calculated using the low-intensit
value for h ~40%! and the melting-point value fora ~0.07
cm2/s!. The 400 nm Al-coated targets used the correspond

0

FIG. 2. ~a! shows the conversion efficiency from incident las
energy into outgoing TiKa x-ray energy plotted against total AS
fluence. Results are shown for 25-mm-thick bare Ti foil targets
~squares!, as well as the same targets overcoated with 100 nm
~open circles! and 400 nm CH~closed circles!. ~b! shows the same
data plotted against the prepulse parameterUsurf as defined in Eq.
~1!, which scales as the energy density in the surface of the ta
1-2
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aluminum parameters ofh520% anda50.5 cm2/s. The
100 nm Al-coated targets were sufficiently thin to apply E
~1b!, which assumes the absorbed ASE energy was ev
deposited throughout the Al layer~and minimal thermal con-
duction into the much lower thermal conductivity Ti su
strate!. In Fig. 2~b! the qualitative scaling is now simila
between targets: both Al-coated targets show a peak in
Ka yield at a surface energy density of 4–5 kJ/cm3, which is
also consistent with the available data from the bare Ti
gets. This implies that this energy density corresponds
vapor scale length that optimizes the production of fast e
trons.

In order to estimate the density and scale length of
vapor plume, we simulated the heat deposition with a
hydrodynamics and vaporization code@20# designed to
model material drilling by laser intensities between 108 and
1011 W/cm2. This code ~THALES! uses temperature
dependent material properties~absorptivity, diffusivity, etc.!
and calculates heat transfer in the target, vaporization,
hydrodynamics of the expanding plume. For a given la
intensity profile, the code is believed to provide a good e
mate of the target surface temperature. However, the m
free path in the outgassed vapor is on the order of a mic
which is comparable to the vapor scale length. For this r
son we analytically computed the vapor density profile fro
the temperature history of the target, assuming the velo
distribution of the vapor at the surface is a one-directio
Maxwellian@21#. From the vapor density, a plasma density
then calculated by noting that the intensity of our main la
pulse would be expected to triply ionize the Al vapor a
4x-ionize the Ti vapor.

The final plasma density profile from these simulatio
and calculations are shown in Fig. 3 for both Ti and Al ta
gets and various ASE intensities assuming a 1.0 ns A
ramp. There is a clear material difference; Ti targets requ
less of an ASE prepulse than Al targets to produce sim
plasma densities. Also, it is apparent that ASE intensities
the order of 109 W/cm2 can easily produce overcritical plas
mas via the vaporization mechanism described above. Th
typically two orders of magnitude smaller than previous
timates of relevant ASE levels.

For both overdense plasma density profiles shown in F
3, the scale lengthL is very close to 0.2mm. This is near to
the optimum plasma scale length for resonance absorp
for our laser parameters@3#. However, there is a quantitativ
difference between theUsurf512– 24 kJ/cm3 which yield the
optimum plasma profiles and theUsurf54 – 5 kJ/cm3 seen to
optimize theKa x-ray yield in our experiments. Indeed, th
lower-density profiles shown in Fig. 3 are closer to the lat
numbers, but those underdense plasmas would not be
pected to enhance resonance absorption. A number of fa
could give rise to this quantitative difference, including i
accurate estimates for the liquid state properties used inTHA-

LES, which are not well established. Another possibility
that an underdense plasma shelf might optimize the hot e
tron production not through resonance absorption,
through vacuum heating@4,22#. ~We also note that ASE
induced corrugations of the target surface has been prop
as an absorption-altering mechanism@8#.! Nonetheless, the
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THALES simulation confirms the qualitative material scalin
seen in the experiments, and also demonstrates that over
cal plasmas can be generated by target outgassing.

Further evidence for the relevance of these ASE lev
can be found in previously published high-intensity las
solid experiments. Several groups have observed a dram
difference between high-intensity laser absorption in opa
and transparent targets@11,14,23#, which can likely be ex-
plained in terms of ASE effects. In particular, Ref.@11# noted
that a difference in x-ray yield from Al and glass targets w
strongly dependent on the duration of the ASE before
arrival of the main pulse, yet an interferometric diagnos
saw no preformed plasma on either target at standard A
levels. Neutral vapor outgassing may explain these resu
the surface absorption would be much higher in Al than
glass, and therefore the ASE could cause neutral vapor
gassing on only the Al targets. However, a plume of neu
vapor would be invisible to standard interferometric diagn
tics before the arrival of the main pulse.

Other results in the literature also support this mod
Jianget al. @24# measured the density of x-ray-emitting r
gions from laser-solid interactions, and found very differe
results between Ti, Al, and NaCl targets. Although these
periments were performed at intensities of 1019W/cm2, their
stated contrast ratio of 10210:1 indicates that their ASE wa
;109 W/cm2. The authors consider the possibility of
prepulse, but observe that in transparent targets~NaCl! the
x-ray emission comes from a solid density plasma, and
they rule out a relevant prepulse which might pre-expa
their target. However, the lower plasma density measure
their Al targets~and the lack of signal from Ti targets! hint

FIG. 3. Calculated plasma density profiles are plotted in units
electron density~normalized to the critical density for 820 nm,ncr

51.6631021 cm23!, as a function of distance from the surface
the target. Results are shown for 400 nm Al targets~thin lines! and
25 mm Ti targets ~thick lines!, for peak ASE intensities of 3
3108 W/cm2 ~solid line!, 109 W/cm9 ~short-dashed lines!, and 2.5
3109 W/cm22 ~long-dashed line!. All ASE profiles are 1 ns in du-
ration, and have a linearly rising profile; i.e., the average intensit
half of the peak intensity. Equivalent values ofUsurf @from Eq. ~1!#
are as follows: 4.5 kJ/cm3 ~lower intensity Al!, 11.5 kJ/cm3

~higher intensity Al!, 7 kJ/cm3 ~lower intensity Ti!, and 24 kJ/cm3

~higher intensity Ti!.
1-3
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that ASE may have been affecting these opaque targets,
ing only the transparent NaCl.

This target vaporization analysis should take into acco
not only changes in target material, but also thickness va
tions of thin foil targets@where Eq. 1~b! applies#. Feurer
et al. @25# report evidence of resistive inhibition of hot ele
tron transport through very thin~400–700 nm! Al layers on a
Cu substrate. This is at odds with high levels of hot electr
that have been seen to propagate through much thi
~;500 mm! layers of Al in other experiments@14#. Another
interpretation of these results is that increasing the thickn
of the Al layer from 400 to 700 nm allowed the prepulse h
to diffuse into the target, preventing surface vaporizati
Note that the thermal diffusion depth for a 3 ns ASEpulse in
warm Al is (2at)1/25550 nm. The experiments present
here are not exactly applicable to this previous work, as
tt.

ev

in

,
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substrate~Ti! has a lower thermal conductivity than Cu, s
further experiments would be needed to test this interpr
tion.

With the experiments presented above, we show t
ASE-induced target vaporization and subsequent forma
of preformed plasmas is an important effect in laser-so
interactions. This conclusion has implications for a wi
range of experiments, not only in setting relevant goals
ASE-supression in high power laser systems, but also in
get design, data interpretation, and comparison between
ous high-intensity experiments.
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